
Packages Full Package
$995+

Top Producer
$795+

Essential (Photos & Video)
$595+

Essential (3D Tour)
$495+

Foundation
$295+

Price Per Ft²: 0-2499ft²
$995

2500-3499ft²
$1,095

3500-4499ft²
$1,195

4500-9999ft²
$1,395

Over 9999ft²
$1,995

0-2499ft² 
$795

2500-3499ft²
$845

3500-4499ft²
$895

4500-9999ft²
$945

Over 9999ft²
$1,495

0-2499ft² 
$595

2500-3499ft²
$645

3500-4499ft²
$695

4500-9999ft²
$745

Over 9999ft²
$995

0-2499ft² 
$495

2500-3499ft²
$545

3500-4499ft²
$595

4500-9999ft²
$995

Over 9999ft²
$1995

0-2499ft² 
$295

2500-3499ft²
$325

3500-4499ft²
$355

4500-9999²
$395

Over 9999ft²
$495

Included: Interior, Exterior, Aerial Photos
Highlight Video
Reel Video
Matterport 3D Tour
Zillow Tour
Virtual Sunset
Website & Flyers
Premium Floor Plan

Interior, Exterior, Aerial Photos
Highlight Video
Reel Edit (Cropped Version of Video)
Matterport 3D Tour
Virtual Sunset
Website & Flyers
Floor Plan

Interior, Exterior, Aerial Photos
Highlight Video
Reel Edit (Cropped Version of Video)
Virtual Sunset
Website & Flyers
Floor Plan

Interior, Exterior, Aerial Photos
Matterport 3D Tour
Virtual Sunset
Website & Flyers
Floor Plan

Interior, Exterior, Aerial Photos
Virtual Sunset
Website & Flyers
Floor Plan

About: This comprehensive offering goes 
beyond the ordinary, providing a 
captivating blend of visual and digital 
assets that breathe life into your property. 
From immersive videos and innovative 
3D tours to detailed floor plans, our Full 
Package transforms your listing into a 
compelling narrative that resonates with 
potential buyers. With a strong online 
presence, top-notch quality assurance, 
and the promise of setting your property 
apart, our Full Package is not just a 
service; it's the ultimate marketing 
strategy designed to attract premium 
offers and streamline the selling process. 

Discover the essence of real estate 
marketing with our Producer Package—an 
artfully crafted solution that transforms the 
way your property is showcased. This 
dynamic selection seamlessly blends 
captivating visuals, immersive tours, and 
strategic aerial views to craft an irresistible 
narrative for any listing. With a swift 24-
hour turnaround for photos and Matterport 
tours, our commitment goes beyond the 
ordinary. The Producer Package is more 
than a service; it's your optimal choice for 
marketing success. It promises a robust 
online presence, top-tier quality assurance, 
and the distinctive edge needed to 
captivate potential buyers and streamline 
the selling process.

Enhance your listing's allure with 
captivating visuals and immersive 
videos—an indispensable strategy in 
today's real estate market. Video isn't 
just a trend; it's a necessity for 
connecting with prospective buyers on 
a personal level. Our videos go 
beyond showcasing features, offering 
a dynamic narrative that resonates 
emotionally. In a competitive real 
estate market, a well-crafted video 
ensures your listing stands out, 
capturing the hearts of potential 
buyers and attracting offers aligned 
with aspirational living. 

Experience a captivating virtual 
open house with our dynamic 
photos and immersive Matterport 
3D tour—a potent combination for 
showcasing your property. 
Highlighting unique features and 
offering an interactive exploration, 
this contemporary virtual experience 
goes beyond traditional visuals, 
making it ideal for engaging out-of-
town buyers. With precise detailing 
and a swift 24-hour turnaround, 
your property becomes a 
compelling online destination, 
leaving a lasting impression at the 
forefront of real estate marketing.

Picture potential buyers 
immersing themselves in a 
gallery of stunning photos that 
showcase your listing's unique 
features and ambiance. Each 
image is carefully curated to 
evoke the essence of your 
property and ignite curiosity 
about the lifestyle it offers. The 
perfect introduction to your 
listing, providing a compelling 
glimpse that sparks interest and 
sets the tone for a seamless 
home-selling journey.



Packages Land Photos & Video
$395+

Land Aerial & Exterior Photos 
$195+

Included: Aerial Photos
Exterior Photos
Land Video
Virtual Sunset
Website & Flyers

Aerial Photos
Exterior Photos
Virtual Sunset
Website & Flyers

Description: Enhance your listing with professional photography capturing both aerial and 
ground perspectives, alongside a 1-2 Minute Video featuring expert drone 
videography and informative graphics, guaranteeing a compelling presentation for 
potential buyers and investors alike.

Elevate your listing's visual allure with stunning aerial shots and 
detailed graphics. Capture potential buyers' attention with a vivid and 
unique perspective, setting your listing apart in the real estate 
market.

More: Our professional photography captures the essence from both above and at ground 
level, providing a vivid perspective that sets it apart. Complementing this, our 1-2 
Minute Horizontal Video transforms your listing into a visual journey. With 
commercial aerial video, titles, music, and optional branding, our expert drone 
videography captures the unique character of the listing, offering sweeping 
panoramic shots. We highlight the location, along with graphics for property lines, 
street names, and nearby locations.

Transform your listing with our premier Aerial & Exterior Photos 
package, raising the bar for visual appeal. Immerse potential buyers 
in the grandeur of stunning aerial shots, coupled with detailed 
graphics that meticulously outline lot lines, street names, and nearby 
points of interest. Our professional photography captures the 
essence of your listing, offering a comprehensive view from both 
above and at ground level. Elevate the presentation by providing a 
vivid and detailed perspective that sets your listing apart in the real 
estate market. 

Price Per Acre 0-10 Acres
$395

10-25 Acres
$445

25-50 Acres
$495

50-75 Acres
$545

Over 75 Acres
$595

0-10 Acres
$195

10-25 Acres
$225

25-50 Acres
$255

50-75 Acres
$275

Over 75 Acres
$295



Packages The Super Host Package
$315+

Included: Interior & Exterior Photos
Aerial Photos
Virtual Sunset
Floor Plan

Description: Stay ahead in the Airbnb game with our all-in-one photo service. We go beyond interiors and 
exteriors, capturing the essence of your property and the charm of the surrounding community.

About: Stay ahead in the Airbnb game with our all-in-one photo service. We go beyond interiors and 
exteriors, capturing the essence of your property and the charm of the surrounding community. 
Our package includes striking photos, detailed floor plans, and captivating aerial shots, ensuring 
you stand out in the digital marketplace.

We don't just stop at capturing the big picture – we provide close-ups of interior amenities and 
highlight neighborhood amenities and nearby points of interest. Elevate your listings today for a 
compelling showcase that resonates with potential guests and sets you apart. Enjoy a worry-
free experience with 2 years of photo rights included.

Price Per Ft²: 0-2499ft² 
$315

2500-3499ft²
$335

3500-4499ft²
$355

4500-9999ft²
$375

Over 9999ft²
$495



Packages Social Media Pro Package
$445+

Included: Interior & Exterior Photos
Aerial Photos
Reel Video
Virtual Sunset
Website & Flyers
Premium Floor Plan

Description: Stay ahead of social media trends with our all-in-one solution. Elevate your brand's online 
presence with eye-catching visuals and engaging content crafted for Instagram, Facebook, 
YouTube, and TikTok

About: rom professional listing photography that makes listing stand out, to dynamic 2x vertical 
reels crafted for Instagram, Facebook, YouTube, and TikTok, we've got you covered. 

Elevate your online presence and captivate your audience with eye-catching visuals and 
engaging content that speaks volumes in the fast-paced world of digital marketing.

Price Per Ft²: 0-2499ft² 
$445

2500-3499ft²
$495

3500-4499ft²
$545

4500-9999ft²
$595

Over 9999ft²
$745



Packages Complete 3D Render
$795+

Included: Virtual Tour (3D Render)
Video Tour (3D Render)
Model Images (3D Render)
Premium Floor Plan

Description: Realist environment, texturing & lighting. Your vision, our expertise!

Price $795

Flat Rate Pricing



Photo A La 
Carte
Price Per Ft²

Interior Photos
$145 - $295

0-2499ft²
$145

2500-3499ft²
$175

3500-4499ft²
$195

4500-9999ft²
$225

Over 9999ft²
$295

Exterior Photos
$145 - $240

10-20 Exterior Photos
$145

20-35 Exterior Photos
$190

35-50 Exterior Photos
$240

Aerial Photos
$175 - $220

5-10 Aerial Photos
$175

10-20 Aerial Photos
$220

Interior & Exterior Photos
$225 - $395

0-2499ft² 
$225

2500-3499ft²
$245

3500-4499ft²
$275

4500-9999ft²
$295

over 9999ft²
$395

Sunset Photo Shoot
$195 - $220

10-15 Sunset Photos
$195

15-25 Sunset Photos
$220

Video A La 
Carte
Flat Rate Pricing

Highlight Video
$245

Reel Video
$195

Floor Plan A 
La Carte
Flat Rate Pricing

Premium Floor Plan
$95 - $120

Standard Turnaround (24-36h)
$95

Rush Turnaround (18-24h)
$120

 Floor Plan
$75 - $100

Standard Turnaround (24-36h)
$75

Rush Turnaround (18-24h)
$100

Marketing A 
La Carte
Flat Rate Pricing

Website & Flyers
$25 - $50

Standard Domain 
(hillpropertymedia.com/123-
example-st)
$25

Premium Domain (123-example-
st.com)
$50

Agent-Focused Reel
$195

Flat Rate Pricing



Architectural 
Rendering A 
La Carte
Flat Rate Pricing

Model Images (3D Render)
$295 - $490

5x Interior Photos
$295

5x Interior Photos
$295

10x Interior & Exterior
$490

Video Tour (3D Render)
$295 - $490

Interior Only
$295

Exterior Only
$295

Interior & Exterior
$490

Virtual Tour (3D Render)
$295 - $490

Interior Only
$295

Exterior Only
$295

Interior & Exterior
$490

3D Tour A La 
Carte
Price Per Ft²

Matterport 3D Tour
$195 - $495

0-2499ft²
$195

2500-3499ft²
$245

3500-4499ft²
$295

4500-9999ft²
$395

over 9999ft²
$495

Zillow 3D Tour
$95 - $295

0-2499ft²
$95

2500-3499ft²
$145

3500-4499ft²
$195

4500-9999ft²
$245

Over 9999ft²
$295



Add On Services Listing Description
$25 - $50

3 Listing Descriptions
$25

10 Listing Descriptions
$50

Aerial Sunset Photo/Video
$125 - $220

Photos
$125

Video
$125

Photos & Video
$220

Virtual Sunset
$25 - $70

1-3 Images
$45

4-7 Images
$70

7-10 Images
$90

Virtual Staging
$45 - $445

1 Image
$45

2 Images
$90

3 Images
$135

4 Images
$180

5 Images
$225

6 Images
$270

7 Images
$315

8 Images
$355

9 Images
$400

10 Images
$445

Virtual Renovation
$45 - $445

1 Image
$45

2 Images
$90

3 Images
$135

4 Images
$180

5 Images
$225

6 Images
$270

7 Images
$315

8 Images
$355

9 Images
$400

10 Images
$445



Turnround Time One (1) business day Two (2) business days: Three (3) business days:

• Photography (Including Revisions)
• Floor Plans (Rush Turnaround)
• Matterport & Zillow Tours
• Websites & Flyers
• Sunset Photos and Virtual Twilight

• Videography (Revisions Included)
• Floor Plans (Standard Turnaround)
• Premium Floor Plans (Rush Turnaround)

• Virtual Staging / Renovation / Cleaning / 
Object Removal
• Promotional Videos



Travel Fees 0-35 miles 35-70 miles 70-105 miles105-140 miles 140-175 miles 175-210 miles 210-245 miles 245-280 miles 280-315 miles 215-350 miles

$0 $45 $50 $50 $50 $50 $50 $50 $50 $50


